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ABSTRACT: Printed electronics and renewable energy
technologies have shown a growing demand for scalable
copper and copper precursor inks. An alternative copper
precursor ink of copper nitrate hydroxide, Cu2(OH)3NO3, was
aqueously synthesized under ambient conditions with copper
nitrate and potassium hydroxide reagents. Films were
deposited by screen-printing and subsequently processed
with intense pulsed light. The Cu2(OH)3NO3 quickly
transformed in less than 100 s using 40 (2 ms, 12.8 J cm−2)
pulses into CuO. At higher energy densities, the sintering improved the bulk film quality. The direct formation of Cu from the
Cu2(OH)3NO3 requires a reducing agent; therefore, fructose and glucose were added to the inks. Rather than oxidizing, the
thermal decomposition of the sugars led to a reducing environment and direct conversion of the films into elemental copper. The
chemical and physical transformations were studied with XRD, SEM, FTIR and UV−vis.
KEYWORDS: copper, conductivity, intense pulsed light, nanoparticle synthesis, reduction, copper nitrate hydroxide

■ INTRODUCTION

The deposition of conductive metal traces for electronics onto
various substrates is typically accomplished through physical,
vapor, and electrodeposition routes. These techniques have
gained widespread acceptance in a number of applications in
electronics. Recently, there has been interest in depositing these
conductive patterns utilizing more versatile techniques such as
screen, inkjet and aerosol jet printing. These approaches allow
for on demand customization of the patterns as well as more
affordable substrates, which can vastly reduce the costs of a
number of important devices such as RFID, solar cells, flexible
electronics and displays.
Inks used for the printing of conductive traces are typically

composed of metal particles, binders and emulsifiers suspended
in a solvent. Silver has been the metal of choice for most of
these applications, but copper has begun to gain a fair amount
of interest primarily because the cost is substantially lower. The
deposited inks are then processed by heat that both removes
the remaining organics and sinters the particles producing a
conductive trace. Recently, intense pulsed light (IPL) has been
utilized as a rapid and scalable technique to accomplish the heat
treatment. IPL is an emerging advanced manufacturing process
that illuminates light from a xenon strobe over a wide area,
which locally heats a film. The IPL process is particularly
advantageous as an alternative method of sintering metal
nanoparticles, as the rapid pulses would significantly reduce
processing times1 and is applicable to flexible substrates, which
would be irreversibly damaged by traditional thermal sintering.2

Utilizing inks with metal particles in the nanosize range

decreases the required sintering temperature, due to the
increased surface to volume ratio of the particle, resulting in
the particles having a low melting point temperature. This
phenomenon has been reported for a number of nanoparticles,
including gold3 and copper.4

IPL processing of copper nanoparticles has enabled the
sintering of copper, without the use of an inert environment or
vacuum because the time frame of heating and cooling is faster
than the oxidation of the copper.5 Forgoing the use of inert
environments and vacuum processes is enticing for scaled
manufacture due to the associated costs. IPL sintered copper
nanoparticles have shown very good conductivities1 and
sintering/melting at 318 °C.6 However, the solution stabilized
copper nanoparticles were susceptible to oxidation and
agglomeration. To counter oxidation, the synthesis/deposition
of copper nanoparticles used harsh reducing agents of
hydrazine7 and sodium borohydride.8,9 Additives such as
PVP10 or CTAB11 can increase the solution stability and
control the particle size of the copper nanoparticles, but there is
an inherent trade-off when adding large molecules and
polymers on the resulting porosity/conductivity of IPL
processed films.12 To overcome the agglomeration and
oxidation challenges of copper during synthesis and deposition,
it is advantageous to use cuprous oxide8 and cupric oxide.13

Reducing the oxides after printing has been accomplished as the
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IPL process can induce a reducing environment by the thermal
decomposition of organic molecules (Table 1).

Alternatively, the dispersion stability of copper hydroxides is
even greater than that of copper oxides14 though the copper
hydroxides are typically utilized as precursors/templates for
nanowires15−17 due to their low thermal stability of 236−280
°C (copper nitrate hydroxide)18 and 400 °C (copper
hydroxide).19 However, these relatively low temperatures
become enticing for printed electronics if the hydroxides can
be reduced into elemental copper.
In this work, a synthesis for copper nitrate hydroxide has

been developed to aid in the solution stability of an ink and to
enhance the transformation into bulk copper with the IPL
process. A simple room temperature aqueous synthesis was
implemented, employing a copper salt and potassium hydroxide
reagents, forming copper nitrate hydroxide as an alternative low
cost copper precursor ink. Through the IPL process, copper

nitrate hydroxide was successfully converted into cupric oxide
(CuO). With the introduction of organic molecules, which
thermally decompose below 200 °C however, copper nitrate
hydroxide was converted into conductive copper. Fructose and
glucose were the chosen organic molecules studied, as they are
readily available chemicals that can increase the viscosity of the
inks. In this paper, the mechanisms of the synthesis,
transformation, and reduction of copper nitrate hydroxide are
thoroughly studied, which will lead to a pathway toward the
scalable production of conductive copper thin films.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Process Overview. The overall process is illustrated with
Figure 1 and envisioned for future scaled, commercial
applications. The Cu2(OH)3NO3 is formed through a copper
salt and hydroxide salt reaction. Depending on the desired
printing method, additives could be added to the dispersion or
the Cu2(OH)3NO3 could be separated from the water prior to
formulation. For example, to formulate a screen printed paste,
the Cu2(OH)3NO3 precipitate is mixed with the chosen
organic, deposited as an additive pattern, and then subsequently
IPL processed to create conductive copper.

Synthesized Copper Nitrate Hydroxide. The synthesis
was designed to be simple and faster than a copper oxide
synthesis while avoiding the addition of large organic
molecules, harsh reducing agents and polymers. The synthesis
of copper nitrate hydroxide is favorable over the synthesis of
copper hydroxide as it provides a lower thermal decomposition
temperatures of 236−280 °C (copper nitrate hydroxide)18 and
400 °C (copper hydroxide).19 The technique utilizes the
dropwise addition of an aqueous potassium hydroxide solution
into an aqueous solution of copper salt generating a localized
increase in hydroxide ions surrounded by a much larger nitrate
ion concentration, leading to the formation of Cu2(OH)3NO3

Table 1. Select Examples of Copper Precursors Used with
Organic Molecules that Decompose during IPL Processing

material organics
heating

mechanism

Cu (native Cu2O
shell)

PVP IPL4

Cu2O methanol, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, tert-
butanol, butylaldehyde, acetone, formic
acid, acetic acid, and hydrogen

thermal27

Cu2O tergitol and ethylene glycol IPL8

Cu2O@NiO tergitol and ethylene glycol IPL30

copper formate,
Cu(HCOO)2

metal−organic copper complex IPL21

copper acetate,
Cu(CH3COO)2

copper oleate,
Cu(C17H33COO)2

Figure 1. Overview schematic of Cu2(OH)3NO3 conversion into conductive copper from synthesis to deposition and IPL processing with SEM
images of the respective fructose sample.
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and prevention of Cu(OH)2 formation. The coppers are
coordinated through either two OH− groups or an OH− group
and a NO3

− group.20 The reaction proceeds at ambient
conditions, with copper(II) nitrate hemipentahydrate (Cu-
(NO3)2·2.5H2O) and potassium hydroxide reagents to form the
Cu2(OH)3NO3 as shown in eq 1.

+

↔ +

2Cu(NO ) 3KOH

Cu (OH) NO 3KNO

3 2(aq) (aq)

2 3 3(s) 3(aq) (1)

To confirm the presence of different material phases, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) was employed. XRD analysis of the as-
synthesized deposits displayed the strongest peak at 2θ =
12.36° (d-spacing of 6.93 Å). There was no apparent peak at
16.7135° (5.30 Å) (ICDD 00-013-0420), eliminating the
presence of Cu(OH)2. Although copper hydroxide hydrate’s,
Cu(OH)2·H2O, peak of 13.3294° (6.637 Å) (ICDD 00-042-
0638) was similar, the results aligned more closely with the
copper nitrate hydroxide, Cu2(OH)3NO3 peak of 12.8045°
(6.9078 Å) (ICDD 01-075-1779) (Figure 2a). The presence of
copper nitrate hydroxide was also indicated by the UV−vis
absorption spectrum as the sample produced a broad peak
ranging from approximately 550−850 nm (with a maximum at
650 nm) (Figure 2b). The increase in optical adsorption peak
was consistent with the Cu(II) complex findings reported in the
literature.1,21 This increase in optical absorbance is also highly
advantageous for the IPL process, which relies on the
absorption of visible light to initiate localized heating leading
to decomposition and sintering. That enhancement mitigates
the decreased absorbance, which would typically be seen when
using an alternative precursor as observed with similar
copper(II) salt structures.21

SEM micrographs of the synthesized Cu2(OH)3NO3 showed
an assortment of morphologies (spherical, rod, platelet) (Figure
2c). However, optimization to obtain a narrow dispersion of
particle size and morphology was not a priority of this work
since the focus is the mechanics of the IPL process of
Cu2(OH)3NO3 to produce a Cu film where the IPL process is
intended to modify the morphology of the deposited ink.

Further characterization of the Cu2(OH)3NO3 was carried
out through thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure 2d).
The first peak at 160 °C is attributed to the weight loss of
adsorbed water at approximately 17 wt %, which is similar to
the value of 158 °C observed in the literature.22 The remaining
weight change of approximately 30% from 160 to 250 °C
represented the thermal decomposition of Cu2(OH)3NO3 to
CuO which is in agreement with reported values.23

Conversion to CuO during IPL. The thermal decom-
position was also observed when the Cu2(OH)3NO3 was IPL
processed without a generated reducing environment. IPL
processed films have been shown to rise to high temperatures
300 °C at an energy density of 8.3 J cm−2 and 500 °C at an
energy density of 17.6 J cm−2 for CdS.24 Cu2(OH)3NO3’s
thermal decomposition values of 236−280 °C18 were well
within these temperature ranges and the thermal decom-
position reaction of Cu2(OH)3NO3 can be represented by eq 2.
At temperatures higher than 250 °C, however, HNO3 converts
to NO2, H2O and O2.

25 The formation reaction of cupric oxide
would then be represented as eq 3.23

→ + +Cu (OH) NO 2CuO HNO H O2 3 3(s) (s) 3(g) 2 (q) (2)

→ + + +

4Cu (OH) NO

8CuO 4NO 6H O O

2 3 3(s)

(s) 2(g) 2 (g) 2(g) (3)

The as-synthesized Cu2(OH)3NO3 was deposited as a film
then subsequently processed using the IPL process, which
induced a localized rise in temperature. This increase in
temperature is high enough to both desorb water and convert
the Cu2(OH)3NO3 to CuO. The initial pulses are used to
remove the adsorbed water, which occurs within the first five
and 10 pulses as shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information. Following water desorption, the Cu2(OH)3NO3
begins to undergo conversion as described by eqs 2 and 3.
The samples visually changed from a pale blue to black as the

process proceeded, which serves as a visual indicator of the
transformation of Cu2(OH)3NO3 to CuO. The Cu2(OH)3NO3
transformation into CuO throughout the IPL process was
monitored using XRD analysis (Figure 3a). The IPL processed

Figure 2. Characterization of synthesized copper nitrate hydroxide: (a) XRD, (b) absorbance, (c) SEM and (d) TGA.
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at an energy density of 10.1 J cm−2 showed significant change in
the crystal lattice to CuO. At an energy density of 12.8 J cm−2,
at similar pulse number and rate, only trace amounts of
Cu2(OH)3NO3 were present. At 19.2 J cm−2, the
Cu2(OH)3NO3 peaks are no longer present. At higher energy
densities than 19.2 J cm−2, there is little variation in the crystal
structure.
The resulting CuO films displayed significant sintering and

melting with increasing energy density as shown in the SEM
micrographs (Figure 3). Little to no changes were observed to
the sintering with the application of 40 10.1 J cm−2 pulses,
though partial conversion to CuO were observed in the XRD
(Figure 3b). At an energy density of 19.2 J cm−2 (Figure 3c),
significant sintering was observed and, in certain areas of the
film, melting. Furthermore, at an energy density of 35.7 J cm−2,
vast areas of melting of the CuO are observed.
Copper Conversion. The aim of this study was to

investigate the potential for Cu2(OH)3NO3 as an alternative
precursor for conductive copper that requires conversion to
elemental copper. According to eqs 2 and 3, the direct
conversion to of Cu2(OH)3NO3 to elemental Cu was not
expected nor was it observed. However, it has been shown
previously that conversion of CuO and Cu2O during the IPL
process to Cu can be achieved through the addition of reducing
agents (Table 1). The direct conversion of Cu2(OH)3NO3 can
also be accomplished in the presence of a hydrogen atmosphere
as modeled by eq 4.

+ → + +Cu (OH) NO 2H 2Cu 3H O HNO2 3 3 2 2 3 (4)

Four hydrogen atoms in total are needed to isolate the
copper atoms. The hydrogen atoms integrate with the nitrate
group and three hydroxyl groups to transform to form nitric
acid and water, respectively.
The previous section showed that the oxidation of

Cu2(OH)3NO3 occurred rapidly with CuO emerging at an
energy density of 10.1 J cm−2, which was the lowest energy

density used in this work. Therefore, the most efficient
formation of copper requires that the reducing environment
be induced prior to significant transformation of
Cu2(OH)3NO3 to CuO. The direct conversion of
Cu2(OH)3NO3 to Cu would be favorable, as it would decrease
the energy needed for conversion when compared to energy to
convert into CuO and then reduce CuO into Cu. A reducing
environment can be established through the decomposition of
organic molecules (Table 1). Therefore, it would be desirable
to utilize organic molecules, which are abundant and cost
efficient, and environmentally friendly. These criteria are met
by both fructose and glucose.
An analogous atomic representation of the overall trans-

formation of Cu2(OH)3NO3 with fructose or glucose leads to
eq 5, as both fructose and glucose have the same atomic
structure (though differ in their molecular structure which leads
to varying material properties). According to eq 5, the molar
ratio of Cu2(OH)3NO3 to monosaccharide is 18:1, setting the
minimum amount of monosaccharide at 3.18 wt % to
Cu2(OH)3NO3. A 10 wt % monosaccharide concentration
was used due to the high viscosity printing requirements, which
is more than sufficient to create the reducing atmosphere upon
decomposition. The decomposition leads further into smaller
organic molecules throughout the process. One of the main
decomposition products is formic acid.26 The reduction
reaction for Cu2(OH)3NO3 can be represented as eq 6.
Equation 6 is similar to a Cu2O reduction mechanism from the
literature.27

+

→ + + +

18Cu (OH) NO C H O

36Cu 6CO 24H O 18HNO
2 3 3 6 12 6

2 2 3 (5)

+

→ + + +

Cu (OH) NO 2HCOOH

2Cu 2CO 3H O HNO
2 3 3

2 2 3 (6)

Figure 3. (A) XRD results with IPL processing of 40 pulses at increasing energy densities. (B) SEM images of IPL processed copper nitrate
hydroxide films with 40 pulses at varying energy densities.
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The most important differences between fructose and
glucose for this study were the thermal decomposition
temperature, enthalpy of decomposition, and resulting by-
products. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) helped to identify
how these differences affect the Cu2(OH)3NO3 reduction
(Figure 4). During the TGA analysis, both the fructose and

glucose samples displayed a similar behavior or weight change
throughout the 150 to 220 °C range. The fructose sample had
an additional weight change from 100 to 120 °C followed by a
more rapid weight change from 125 to 145 °C. The largest
peak is attributed to fructose in 125 to 145 °C range. The
glucose sample had very similar peaks though the peak was

Figure 4. TGA and then the FTIR 12.8 J cm−2 IPL processed fructose (left) and glucose samples (right).

Figure 5. XRD results with IPL processing of 40 pulses at increasing energy densities for fructose (left) and glucose (right). SEM images of fructose
(F-a,b,c) and glucose (G-a,b,c) samples at different energy densities of IPL processing (a) 12.8 J cm−2, (b) 15.8 J cm−2 and (c) 35.7 J cm−2.
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observed at 175 °C compared to 145 °C for the fructose
sample. The observed temperature difference of approximately
30 °C is comparable to literature value differences of the
thermal decomposition temperatures with 138.7 °C (fructose)
and 166.4 °C (glucose) resulting in a 27.7 °C difference.28 The
reported values are higher than the literature values as the
thermal decomposition temperatures are known to vary with
the heating rate.28 The observed weight losses (53% for
fructose and 55% for the glucose) were larger than the 30%
weight loss during conversion to CuO. The increased weight
loss was anticipated as the transformation of Cu2(OH)3NO3 to
CuO versus Cu differs with an oxygen atom, the weight loss
associated with the decomposition of fructose and glucose, and
varying water contents in the samples.
Fructose is known to decompose thermally (ΔHrxn = 11.09

kcal/mol) into glyceraldehyde and 1,3-dihydroxyacetone
whereas glucose (ΔHrxn = 12.06 kcal/mol) decomposes into
erythrose and glycolaldehyde.29 To confirm the formation of
decomposition products by observing aldehyde and carboxylic
groups, specific FTIR was performed with lower IPL processing
than used anywhere else in the study with only five and ten
pulses at an energy density of 12.8 J cm−2 being applied. FTIR
analysis primarily displayed peaks characteristic of fructose and
glucose with O−H bonds (3500−3200 cm−1) and C−C alkane
bonds (3000−2800 cm−1). With five and ten 12.8 J cm−2 IPL
pulses, the formation of characteristic bonds for the fructose
and glucose decomposition, such as aldehyde and carboxylic
acid groups (1750−1650 cm−1), began to emerge. The
Cu2(OH)3NO3 peaks of bonded O−H, Cu2(OH)3NO3
(1421, 1047 cm−1, N−O bonds (1384 and 872 cm−1) also
became more readily observed (Figure 4). The observed O−H
bonds peaks showed a decreasing trend and an emergence of
new peaks within the 1750−1650 cm−1 range. These peaks are
characteristic of functional groups containing double bonded
oxygen molecules (aldehydes and carboxylic acids). The
presence of these peaks, at a relatively low total energy input
of this study, suggests that the decomposition is happening
prior to the conversion of copper hydroxide nitrate and leading
toward a reducing environment.
The conversion to Cu happened at an IPL energy density of

12.8 J cm−2 for fructose and 15.8 J cm−2 for glucose as shown
with XRD in Figure 5 as the strongest XRD peaks became
43.472 (111), 50.373 (200) and 73.995, which are consistent
with the crystalline structure of Cu (ICDD 00-001-1241). The
XRD analysis did not show a significant presence of either
Cu2O or CuO during the IPL reduction process. Trace signs of
Cu2O can be seen in the XRD though they are associated with
copper’s exposure to oxygen/water in the atmosphere.
Higher IPL energy densities were studied to characterize the

sintering of the formed films. Because the fructose samples had
an earlier conversion to Cu, a higher degree of sintering was
observed in the fructose samples (Figure 5F-a,b,c) when
compared to the glucose samples (Figure 5G-a,b,c) at the same
energy density. At an energy density of 12.8 J cm−2, SEM
images of the fructose sample (Figure 5F-a) and glucose
samples (Figure 5G-a) begin to show a slightly higher porosity
than the deposited films as the organic molecule decomposition
leads to gas evolution and disruption of the films. At an energy
density of 15.8 J cm−2, the fructose sample (Figure 5F-b) show
a higher degree of sintering and melting toward a bulk film
whereas the glucose samples (Figure 5G-b) only have particle
necking present and still maintain a resemblance to the
deposited films. At an energy density of 35.7 J cm−2, both the

fructose sample (Figure 5F-c) and glucose samples (Figure 5G-
c) have a lower degree of porosity as the IPL processing
provides the energy to sinter the Cu films.

Sheet Resistance. As the fructose samples displayed the
preferable results with an earlier onset of copper nitrate
hydroxide converting into copper, the sheet resistance for these
samples were measured throughout the IPL process (Figure S3
of the Supporting Information). The sheet resistance of the
films continued to decrease as the intensity of the pulse was
increased with a sheet resistance of 0.224 Ω/□ at 35.7 J cm−2.
The bulk resistivity of the films can be found by the product of
the sheet resistance and the film thickness (ρ = tRs),
incorporating a thickness of 5.59 μm, the bulk resistivity for
the 35.7 J cm−2 sample is 1.251·10−4 Ω·cm; within two
magnitudes of bulk copper’s resistivity. The resistivity was
higher than that of bulk copper, which can be attributed to the
porosity of the deposited films. Porosity of the films was caused
by the volume change going from Cu2(OH)3NO3 to Cu and
organic decomposition reactions leading to gas evolution.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. The copper nitrate hydroxide was synthesized by the

reaction of copper nitrate and potassium hydroxide eq 1. Copper
nitrate hydrate Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O, Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) was purchased
from Alfa Aesar. Potassium hydroxide pellets (KOH, 98%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Twenty-four grams (0.103 mol) of
Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O was dissolved in 200 mL of deionized water. In a
separate beaker was dissolved 11.64 g (0.207 mol, 4.16 M) of KOH in
100 mL of deionized water. The Cu(NO3)2 solution was stirred using
a magnetic stirrer and the KOH solution was added to the solution at a
rate of 1.67 mL/min−1 using a syringe pump. After all of the KOH was
added to the solution, the mixture was then placed in an ultrasonic
bath for 30 min. The pale light blue precipitate was isolated by
centrifuging the mixture at 7000 rpm for 3 min. The precipitate was
washed once with deionized water.

Deposition. For deposition, 10 wt % monosaccharide was chosen
to control the reducing atmosphere during the IPL process from
decomposition and to increase the viscosity of the inks for screen
printing. Inks were prepared by fructose or glucose with copper nitrate
hydroxide through mixing 10 g (90 wt %) of Cu2(OH)3NO3 with 1.01
g (10 wt %) of monosaccharide (fructose or glucose) with a mortar
and pestle prior to printing. The inks were then allowed to air-dry to
remove residual water after the centrifugation process prior to screen
printing. Inks were printed manually with a rubber squeegee onto a
Ryonet 200 mesh grid. Square films were printed for investigation.

IPL. The films were IPL processed with a Sinteron 2000 (Xenon
Corporation) by applying 2.044 ms pulses of white light ranging from
240−1000 nm (Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). IPL
processes were applied with 40 pulses at energy densities of 10.1, 12.8,
15.8, 19.2, 22.9, 26.8, 31.1 and 35.7 J cm−2. A 15 s rest period, where
no pulses were applied, was used between each set of 10 pulses to
prevent cracking of the glass substrates. FTIR analysis was performed
with samples processed at a constant energy density of 12.8 J cm−2.

Characterization. A Bruker AXS D8 X-ray diffractometer using
Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation with a step size of 0.02° and a scan speed
of 0.5 s/step was utilized for X-ray diffraction characterization of the
crystal lattices. A FEI Nova NanoSEM 600 with an accelerating voltage
of 2−3 kV and a working distance of 5−6 mm was used to study the
morphology and extent of sintering of the deposits. Presence of
organic molecules was observed with a PerkinElmer Spectrum BX FT-
IR spectrometer through use of KBr pellets. The potassium bromide
(KBr, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) pellets were created by taking 15 mg of
KBr and adding 2−5% of a given sample, by physical removal from
substrate, and then pressing at 5 t for 10 min. All FTIR samples were
collected with a varying amount of pulses at an energy density of 12.8 J
cm−2 and normalized to account for weight variations. Sheet resistance
measurements were carried out with a 4-point probe attached to a
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Keithley Model 2400 SourceMeter. For thickness measurements, a
Technor Instruments alpha-Step 500 surface profiler was utilized.

■ CONCLUSION
Copper nitrate hydroxide was synthesized and successfully
reduced into elemental copper, with the inclusion of fructose
and glucose to decompose during the IPL process. The results
shown help to understand further the reduction mechanism.
Copper nitrate hydroxide was not found to transform into an
intermediary copper oxide throughout the process. This is
significant because less energy is required, which is favorable for
its viability in future commercial applications.
As the copper nitrate hydroxide synthesized did convert to

elemental copper only in the presence of the reducing agents,
analysis of different organics, based on application, could be
explored further. The lowest sheet resistance measured was
0.224 Ω/□. The sheet resistance of the films could be
improved through the optimization of sugar ratios and IPL
processing techniques. The deposition of inks through
noncontact methods, such as inkjet printing, would further
provide viability for future commercial applications.
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